GROWER REPORT

Row Crops and Orchards
Scott Farms – Orchard and Row Crops – Owner Scott Dietrich and Family
Reported with Permission on 9 March 2019
Gary Reid Green-Safe-Solutions Founder CEO Reported:
Scott Farms is a 12-acre family
business with 12-acres of fruit
trees, 30-acres of vegetables,
and starter plants greenhouse.
Scott said his best
year
2018
was
beyond what he
could
ever
imagine saying his
tomato crop of 302X Root Stock.
acres was an over
50%
increase
in
tomato
production and more than 35%
two years in a row. He said
looking
back
upon
three
growing seasons, Green-Safe
adds 15-30% yield of top-quality
tomatoes, peppers, and squash.

Scot said this is a photo of his indoor winter
starts. He says:.
“Green-Safe is like medicine to plants.”

The root development in the green house using Soil
Amendment was amazing double the root stock
overflowing through the bottom of his four-by-sixinch pots. Roots were over the top. They were
everywhere. Containers were not big enough to
hold all the roots. Scott said the roots were
absorbing everything fed them. Also, he noticed
that plants placed in the field did not go into shock.
That has never happened before.
Here is another amazing fact. Scott said everyone
always wore special clothing when they harvested
because mosquitos were unbelievable. They would
even bite your eyes. We had NO mosquitos in the
past two years thanks to Green-Safe-Solutions.
The shelf life of his tomatoes tripled because he
washed them off with a rag soaked in a product
solution. They were shiny and he did not have one
rotten tomato out of thousands. All come in rated
U.S. No. 1 grade. That has never happened. Scott
said his first harvest was 1920 pounds from the 30acres.
Scott said, “Thank you and your team for helping
us gain so much using your solutions. And I like the
fact they are organic plant-based oils. Way to go. I
will be placing my order shortly.”
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